Activity Cards

Cut out each of the cards along the dotted lines.

Aswan, Egypt
Innsbruck, Austria

Miami, Florida
Churchill, Canada
Manaus, Brazil
Activity Cards
Cut out each of the cards along the dotted lines.

Tourism
Skiing

Tourism
Seeing polar bears

Tourism
Seeing jungle animals

Tourism
Sea and beach

Tourism
Visiting interesting places
Activity Cards

Cut out each of the cards along the dotted lines.

(Higher ability)

Climate

The climate is sunny with low temperatures and snow in the winter and more cloudy and wet in the summer.

Climate

The climate is warm and sunny in the winter and very warm in the summer with thunderstorms.

Climate

The climate can be warm during the very short summer but there is permanent snow and ice during the long winters with very low temperatures.

Climate

The climate is very dry, hot and sunny with with little rainfall.

Climate

The climate is very wet and humid, with high temperatures which don’t change very much all year.
Activity Cards
Cut out each of the cards along the dotted lines.
(Lower ability)

General Climate
Hot and dry

General Climate
Wet and hot

General Climate
Cold and sunny mountains

General Climate
Very cold and icy

General Climate
Warm and sunny
Activity Cards
Cut out each of the cards along the dotted lines.